RAMA DEVI WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY, VIDYA
VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR-22

NOTIFICATION

[Redacted] No.COE/EC-27/ 681 /2020

Date: 30.10.2020

In pursuance of the orders passed by the Vice-Chancellor dated 30.10.2020, the results of the +3 Final Degree (Back) Arts/Science/Commerce (Pass /Hons) CBCS Examination 2020 (2015 Adm. Batch) of Three Year Degree Course of the University are hereby published provisionally.

The individual Mark Sheet/Provisional Certificates are being sent separately to the Chairman, P.G. Council for distribution to the candidates. The candidates are advised to get their Mark Sheets from the CPGC Office.

THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS: 30.10.2020

As the results are purely provisional, any discrepancy if detected at any stage (other than Mid Sem. Marks), the University may alter or cancel the results within a period of three months from the date of Publication of the results. However, any mistake detected may be brought to the notice of the Controller of Examinations within 30 (thirty) days from the date of publication of the results through the Principal with all the details and supporting documents i.e. Admit Card/ Attendance Sheet etc. for necessary verification and correction.

Further, if any candidate desires to apply for Re-addition of marks / the photocopy of valued Answer Script(s), she may apply within 30 (thirty days)/42 (forty two) days respectively from the date of publication of the results with the payment of prescribed fees for the purpose.

[Signature]
30.10.2020

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Memo No.COE/EC-27/ 682 /2020

Date: 30.10.2020

Copy to:
1. The Chairman, P.G. Council, R.D.W. University
2. The Registrar / COF / Director, CDC, R.D.W. University
3. Dy. COEs, R.D.W. University
4. Accounts Unit/ Academic Unit, R.D.W. University
5. The P.S. to the Vice-Chancellor, R.D.W. University for information
6. The Director, Door Darshan Kendra, Bhubaneswar and other print and electronic mass media for information of students in the news section
7. RDWU Website www.rdwuniversity.nic.in

[Signature]
30.10.2020
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RAMADEVI WOMEN'S COLLEGE, RDU
ENGLISH
15KD3UAH090031- B

HINDI
15KD3UAH150034- C

HISTORY
15KD3UAH160046- C

ODI A
15KD3UAH220015- C

COMMERCE
15KD3UCH050081- D 15KD3UCH050240- WHO

BIOTECHNOLOGY
15KD3USH020019- B

COMPUTER SCIENCE
15KD3USH060009- C 15KD3USH060027- C 15KD3USH060032- C

MATHEMATICS
15KD3USH190007- C
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CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS